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LegiTeam | Bancila, Diaconu și Asociații SPRL is recruiting senior associates

(M&A, Banking, Finance, Digital & Tech Law)

Bancila, Diaconu și Asociații SPRL is recruiting senior associates for the legal consultancy practice | M&A |

Banking, Finance, Digital & Tech Law.

We are looking for senior associates who meet the following criteria:

·       more than 3 years of professional experience as an M&A or banking lawyer, in a reputed law firm

·       sound legal reasoning and thorough legal knowledge relevant for the practice area of interest (corporate,

banking and civil law)

·       fluent in English

We are offering  

·        motivating remuneration

·        high-profile projects

·        international environment where you can work alongside lawyers from other law firms, members of EY Law

global network

·        the opportunity to be part of multidisciplinary teams

·        mentoring program designed to provide support both in carrying out work tasks and support in career

development

·        regular national and international technical and soft skills trainings

Discover job openings and career opportunties at LegiTeam!

Your role

As a member of our team, you will have an active role in:

·        providing comprehensive consultancy and transaction services to the firm’s clients (including drafting legal

analysis in the form of memorandums, emails, drafting specific documents such as shares sale-purchase

agreements, shareholders agreements)

·        working as part of a team and taking an active role in sharing knowledge and experience

·        working in close collaboration both with the coordinating lawyer and the junior lawyers

About us

Bancila, Diaconu și Asociații SPRL is a Romanian full-service law firm,  offering both legal advisory services and

assistance before the courts  of law. We are a member firm of Ernst & Young Global Ltd and part of  the

expanding EY Law global network, which has more than 2,400 lawyers  and offices in over 90 jurisdictions.

How to apply

If you wish to meet us, we are waiting for your CV at: office@bdattorneys.ro. Please note that only selected

candidates will be contacted.

Discover job openings and career opportunties at LegiTeam!
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